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The importance of research on G protein-coupled receptor (GPCR) signal transduction is known and appreciated by most in the biomedical field. Over one-third of all prescribed drugs target a GPCR, which is not surprising considering the substantial number of GPCRs expressed in the human body and their prevalence in mediating signal transduction in nearly every cell. Since the first crystal structure of a GPCR was published in the year 2000, there has been intense activity elucidating how these receptors work on the molecular level. The field has benefited immensely from a blossoming of structural data on different GPCRs in various states of activation, bound to different types of ligands and/or to intracellular binding partners. Currently, the “resolution revolution” in cryo-electron microscopy is rapidly producing unprecedented insights into the structures of GPCRs in native-like and functionally relevant states and complexes.

Simultaneous to these advancements, strategies for structure-based GPCR drug design are moving in an exciting new direction, based on the discovery that different ligands can bind to the same receptor yet stimulate the association of different effector proteins to different extents. These concepts of biased agonism and the broadly more general functional selectivity (discussed more below) open significant possibilities for creating more effective drugs that have desired therapeutic effects while avoiding deleterious side-effects. Indeed, examples of such biased GPCR ligands for improved treatment of various diseases have already been identified and tested in clinical trials. The potential of signaling pathway-specific drugs to improve human health worldwide cannot be understated. Despite this fact, as a field we still know very little about the mechanisms governing ligand bias and functional selectivity. To explain these phenomena, multiple approaches that encompass a wider perspective including information on where and when signaling events take place—while taking into account the unique environment inside different cell types—is required. Moreover, recent studies cast doubt on key established dogmas underlying ligand bias and functional selectivity. As a field, we stand at a critical turning point and must re-evaluate our assumptions and seek
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innovative and interdisciplinary approaches to understand the mechanisms governing GPCR signal transduction. Our efforts at designing better drugs and therapeutics will be severely hampered until we do so.

In this perspective piece, we introduce the recently launched COST Action CA18133 “European Research Network on Signal Transduction” (ERNEST), the primary goal of which is to address these challenges faced by the research community. We describe the origins of ERNEST and how these roots led to a more holistic approach to understand GPCR signal transduction. We outline the specific objectives of ERNEST and how these will be met by the large and diverse community of researchers that compose the Network. We discuss the current state of knowledge in the field, the major unresolved questions, and our reasoning why our planned approach holds the best promise for untangling these issues. Finally, we provide an outlook of the anticipated long-lasting impacts of ERNEST on science and society.

■ GLISTEN AND THE DAWN OF ERNEST

Launched in 2013, the COST Action CM1207 GLISTEN (GPCR–Ligand Interactions, Structures, and Transmembrane Signaling: a European Research Network) was dedicated to deepening the understanding of GPCRs, especially with regard to the receptor activation mechanism, ligand binding, and effects of the membrane and other interaction partners on GPCR signaling. A central motivation of GLISTEN was to utilize this information to identify and design chemical modulators of GPCR signaling. In line with this focus, many pharmacologists, structure-based drug designers, and computational and medicinal chemists, joined the network early on. As the network grew, membership became more diverse as those with other perspectives in structural and cell biology, (patho)physiology, and translational medicine became aware of GLISTEN. Recruitment and diversification were made possible by decentralization of semiannual meeting organization. Local organizers were free to designate the thematic focus of their respective meetings according to their own research interests and perspectives. Hence, a wide variety of topics in the GPCR field was covered in the course of eight GLISTEN meetings. The trajectory went from a focus on computational methods at the inaugural meeting in Warsaw (2013), followed by meetings with emphasis on biophysics, structural biology, and drug discovery in Barcelona (2014), Budapest (2014), and Allschwil (2015), to meetings focused on medicinal chemistry and pharmacology in Amsterdam (2015), Erlangen (2016), and Prague (2016) to more (patho)physiological aspects at the last meeting in Porto, Portugal (2017). GLISTEN meetings were put together by enthusiastic local organizers representing different academic institutes and companies in Europe (see Acknowledgments). Notably, several industry partners were closely involved in scientific program development and hosting companies to stimulate and integrate academic and biotech/pharmaceutical drug discovery cooperation in GLISTEN.

GPCR research training was further advanced by a series of workshops and training schools, including GPCR Computational Chemistry Workshops in Warsaw (2013) (Computer-Aided Drug Design, Molecular Dynamics, Protein Homology Modeling, Structural Chemogenomics and Chemoinformatics), GPCRdb Structural Bioinformatics tutorials at every GLISTEN meeting from 2013 to 2017, a training school on GPCR Fragment-Based Drug Discovery (FBDD), and Molecular Pharmacology in Budapest (2014), a GLISTEN-Lorentz Workshop in Leiden (2014) on in vitro to in vivo GPCR biology, a workshop on GPCR Research Valorization in Amsterdam (2015), and contributions of GLISTEN researchers at the Biophysics Training School in Croatia in 2016.

The eventual composition of the network (more than 200 research groups from 31 countries) fulfilled the main purpose of GLISTEN to connect researchers and thereby enable cross-disciplinary cooperation. In addition, information exchange was promoted by cross-border exchanges of investigators between laboratories and training schools that connected experts and novices. The strategies employed by GLISTEN in its activities were highly successful at fostering collaborative research, in particular between experimental and theoretical groups, and ultimately provided valuable examples for similar consortia. Many leading experts of the GPCR field in Europe and worldwide, as well as the key pharmaceutical companies, were regular participants at GLISTEN events. One significant indicator of the importance of GLISTEN to the research community was the popularity of the semiannual meetings. Meetings were often oversubscribed within hours of the opening of online registration, most notably for the meeting in Erlangen that featured Nobel laureate Brian Kobilka as keynote speaker.

GLISTEN formally came to an end in 2017, yet its many successes are still being realized. First, more than 65 joint publications stemming from collaborations established within the network have been released. Notable GLISTEN publications are cited here. In addition, a multitude of joint grants for research funding was acquired by network members, many of which will continue to produce significant scientific findings in the coming years (e.g., Oncornet 2.0 and PSYBIAS). Technology and know-how were spread by GLISTEN-sponsored exchanges of investigators between research groups in different countries and training schools, and the impact of this dissemination will continue to benefit diverse groups and individuals for a long time to come. Relatedly, GLISTEN positively influenced the careers of many early career investigators, which will serve to strengthen the future scientific output of the field. Last but certainly not least, GLISTEN pushed the development and use of GPCR-focused web-based databases and tools for the benefit of the international research community. GPCRdb, which was originally headed by Gert Vriend at the EMBL in Heidelberg, Germany, relocated to the group of David Gloriam at the University of Copenhagen, Denmark in 2013. Several investigator-exchanges and the contributions of GLISTEN members helped this database to grow to contain GPCR reference data, visualization/analysis suites, and tools to design new experiments.

GLISTEN also spurred the creation of GPCRmd, an online repository and visualization platform for molecular dynamics (MD) simulation data and their analysis. This database arose from the need to organize and standardize this information including experimental setups/protocols and to provide intuitive analysis tools. By these means, GPCRmd promotes transparency, consistency, and reproducibility in the field of GPCR dynamics and also facilitates data exchange between GPCR scientists from different disciplines.

Well before the official end of COST funding, the inclusiveness and influence of GLISTEN drove an intense community-wide desire to evolve a new COST Action. At the same time, developments in the field made clear that in order
to meet current challenges, a wider perspective must be taken (explained in detail below). Hence, ERNEST came into existence, continuing the excellent tradition of GLISTEN and leading the field in an exciting new direction.

**UNRESOLVED QUESTIONS IN SIGNAL TRANSDUCTION**

To survive and reproduce, all living cells must be able to sense their environments and respond in an appropriate way. Nature accomplishes this task by signal transduction, the process of passing external stimuli into and through the cell in order to induce cellular responses. Every signaling pathway essentially consists of a series of macromolecular interactions, and the signal is carried through the chain of interactions by biochemical events (e.g., changes in protein structure, association or dissociation of small molecules, or chemical modification of proteins). Most signaling pathways consist of a transmembrane receptor protein that binds an extracellular ligand (e.g., small molecule, peptide, or ion). This event triggers the binding of intracellular effector proteins that then produce second messengers, usually small molecules or protein modifications, which activate the next level of effector proteins. Each molecular interaction along a pathway can be considered a node at which the signal can be modulated and amplified, and different signaling cascades can consist of any number of nodes.

The spectrum of stimuli encountered by cells is both sizable and diverse, as is the number and type of cellular responses elicited by these stimuli. Yet, remarkably, signal transduction systems use a relatively limited repertoire of intracellular signaling components. This small number of effector proteins nevertheless enables a cellular signaling apparatus that is flexible and versatile. Versatility is achieved by modulation at the molecular, spatial, and temporal levels of the macromolecular interactions at each node in the pathway. In effect, a limited number of nodes, each with several alternative downstream pathways, can give rise to a vast number of distinct signaling pathways. Although versatile and complex, the biological role of signal transduction demands specificity and precision in signaling. This is, in part, achieved through a large number of receptors (about 1000 GPCRs), each of which binds only one or a few endogenous ligands.

On the atomic level, the receptor is a dynamic structure that exists in different conformations or states, and ligand binding enhances the presence of some receptor states over others. States derived from experimental structural determination techniques are usually described as either active or inactive, depending on whether they can couple to effectors or not. Moreover, ligands can selectively stabilize receptor states that preferentially interact with certain primary effectors over others, a concept called biased agonism. Put another way, different biased ligands can stimulate distinct signaling pathways with different efficacies, a concept also referred to as functional selectivity. Biased agonists differentially influence the conformational dynamics of GPCRs yet it is not fully understood how these signals control interactions with effector proteins and their downstream cellular functions.

The influence of molecular, temporal, and spatial factors is widely appreciated in the field and actively discussed. However, the underlying mechanisms by which these factors and the cellular environment modulate signal transduction remain unexplained. A few recent studies have approached this gap in knowledge by using experimental or computational systems. However, in order to progress as a field toward molecular modulators that have predictable and reproducible effects in living cells (and eventually patients), the field requires a detailed map of signal transduction that takes into account all known factors that influence pathway selectivity.

To build such a holistic multidimensional map, diverse types of data must be integrated in a way to allow mechanistic insight and formulation of general principles that govern signal transduction modulation in different cell types. This ambitious endeavor, which is out of reach for individual research groups and smaller research consortia, now forms a key objective of ERNEST. The network is in a unique position to harness the diverse data and expertise of hundreds of researchers in different disciplines.

There is an urgent need for a holistic mapping of signal transduction. Signal transduction plays a ubiquitous and critical role in normal physiology, and aberrations in pathways controlled by GPCRs lead to disease. Currently many research groups are unravelling signaling pathways that contribute to different disease states, and there is great excitement for the promise of biased ligands to treat these diseases more effectively and with fewer side effects. For example, ligands that promote sustained G protein signaling from β-adrenergic and angiotensin receptors lead to deleterious effects on the heart, while those that stimulate arrestin activity bring many cardioprotective effects. In the case of the dopamine D2 receptor, drug candidates for the treatment of schizophrenia are being developed that selectively antagonize arrestin activity (leading to antipsychotic effects) while still promoting G protein signaling and thus avoiding motic side effects. For the opioid receptors, many academic research groups and companies have sought biased agonists, based on the belief that analgesic effects are supported by G protein-signaling, while unpleasant side-effects (e.g., respiratory depression and constipation) arise from arrestin-mediated effects. A few such G protein-biased agonists have shown promise as potential drug candidates. However, recent publications cast doubt on whether some of these drug candidates are actually biased and moreover, on whether arrestin activity at opioid receptors is responsible for side-effects. The developing controversies in biased agonism at opioid receptors illustrate our significant gaps in knowledge in GPCR signal transduction, often exacerbated by inconsistent or incorrectly applied quantitative pharmacology, that undermine efforts to translate candidate drugs into the clinic.

**OBJECTIVES OF ERNEST**

The main purpose of ERNEST is to establish and support a diverse network of signal transduction investigators through regular meetings, training schools, cross-border research group exchanges, and other dissemination activities. ERNEST promotes communication, knowledge exchange, and cooperation between scientists from different training levels, disciplines, institutions, and countries to address unresolved questions in signal transduction. Specific points to be addressed are described below.

Clarification of Biased Agonism and Functional Selectivity. The ability of certain ligands to elicit distinct cellular responses is broadly referred to as functional selectivity, the first determinate of which is the receptor–ligand interaction. Biased agonism, where certain GPCR conformations are preferentially stabilized that recruit certain effector proteins, can certainly influence the functional
selectivity of a ligand. However, many other factors have significant influence over the signaling outcome, including allosteric modulation, membrane environment, crosstalk, intracellular location, and cell type, among others.67 Biased agonism at GPCRs, and its specific influence on functional selectivity, is widely discussed in the field.69,61−63 However, there is much confusion about the precise definition of biased agonism and how it relates to functional selectivity. This field requires community-wide accepted methods to assess and report ligand bias in GPCR signaling, and to distinguish signaling bias (i.e., functional selectivity) from bias in terms of preferential receptor coupling to intracellular proteins. For example, most studies report bias by comparing the relative abilities of different ligands to stimulate activation of different G proteins and/or arrestin recruitment. Since these events are measured experimentally in different ways, often using indirect readouts at different time points and in different cell types, clear conclusions and comparisons to other studies are neither possible nor sound. Another fundamental issue is the choice of reference ligands for each GPCR, and whether endogenous ligands should preferentially be used as reference, since they themselves might be biased. Moreover, the widely accepted paradigm of arrestin as a GPCR signal transducer in its own right is being re-evaluated in recent publications,64−66 which complicates the interpretation of “arrestin-biased” ligands. ERNEST, in coordination with other authoritative organisations and groups, is addressing these issues by gathering leading experts to constructively dissect the root issues from their diverse perspectives and then publish collective strategies for resolving discrepancies by suggesting best practices. In addition, ERNEST will push the development of better methods, technologies, and database resources for evaluating biased agonism and, eventually, functional selectivity.

**Multidimensional Signaling Map.** As described above, future development of signaling pathway-specific molecular modulators is hindered by our incomplete understanding of the complexities of GPCR-mediated signaling. ERNEST is addressing this challenge by coordinating and supporting development of a holistic multidimensional map of signal transduction that will be comparable to previous and ongoing efforts to map interactomes and signaling pathways with respect to scale and level of detail,67−70 yet will be distinctive in its focus on elucidating the mechanisms of biased agonism in GPCR signal transduction. ERNEST has clear advantages for accomplishing this ambitious task, namely a substantial membership of diverse researchers and the ability to bring the key players together to work in interdisciplinary cooperation. Development of the signaling map is at present ongoing and will proceed in three phases (Figure 1). First, the data and expertise of all Network members will be curated, catalogued, and (when possible) standardized with the help of experts in data integration and database development. A “blueprint” of all signaling pathways studied within the Network will be generated, thereby allowing the identification of the pathways containing a sufficient amount of validated data (as well as highlighting gaps in information that need to be addressed) for the development of a comprehensive map. ERNEST efforts will be guided by similar web-based resources for mapping biomolecule interactions and signaling pathways.76,77 Next, a focused “Mapping Group” within ERNEST will facilitate communication between data contributors and the systems biologists who will eventually create the signaling map. Communication between these participants will be bidirectional. Systems biologists will receive and evaluate substantial data from Network members and then give feedback regarding the usefulness of the data and shortcomings that need to be resolved. Again, the size and interdisciplinarity of ERNEST affords the participating system biologists a rare opportunity to optimize the necessary parameters (e.g., binding affinities, rates and kinetics of interactions, cellular localization, cell type) for their computational modeling approaches. Since signaling responses differ between different organisms and also within different cell types (primary and cultured), all gathered data will be labeled with great detail according to their origin and environment. With enough data at hand, signaling map(s) could be visualized for different cell types and growth conditions. Comparison of signaling pathways in different cell types may provide further information on how signaling is modulated by cell-specific characteristics, as well as indicate gaps in understanding. Armed with this large and well-curated data set, the systems biologists will develop signaling map(s). Multiple approaches will be encouraged and supported by ERNEST by facilitating joint grant applications. The envisioned signaling maps will serve three main purposes: (1) Provide an overview of available GPCR knowledge and missing links; (2) Visualize and understand how molecular, spatiotemporal, and cell environment factors control signal transduction; (3) Allow prediction of which cellular responses are elicited by particular GPCR ligands (depending on cell type). The predictive capability of the signaling maps—of utmost importance for the improved development of pathway-specific drugs—will be verified and further optimized by collaborations between map developers, drug designers, and experimentalists within ERNEST.

**Pathway-Specific Chemical Modulators of Signal Transduction.** Biased ligands might provide improved efficacy and/or side effect and safety profiles.78 A holistic signaling map will obviously greatly advance the development strategies of such ligands for therapeutically significant GPCR targets. We anticipate that participating computational drug designers will benefit from this map already in the early stages of development, and ERNEST invites such researchers to join the Network in order to stimulate progress. Besides drug discovery efforts, the field requires chemical probes to study
signal transduction, that is, specific inhibitors to determine which pathways receptors signal through, or how different signaling networks are interconnected. Such tools will benefit the entire GPCR field, and their application will further assist development and refinement of the signaling map.

An advantage of the large ERNEST network will be to extend the characterization of developed molecular modulators into animal models, both to study pharmacology and test the treatment of disease states, and eventually to translate these findings to patients in clinical trials. Such work will be carried out by linking the drug developers to physiologists, clinicians and those in industry.

**Advanced Methods, Technologies, and Database Resources.** Over the last 10 years, research on signal transduction has been propelled forward by new methods and technologies spanning many disciplines. These include advancements in structural biology (e.g., nanobodies for stabilization of proteins and protein complexes, free-electron lasers for poorly diffracting crystals, atomic resolution improvements in cryo-electron microscopy), computational biology (longer molecular dynamics simulations of complex systems, advanced sampling methods, novel methodologies), cell biology (visualization of cellular structures and proteins, including super-resolution microscopy, biosensors, single-molecule fluorescence), chemical biology (ad-hoc chemical probes, for example, new radioligands and radiotracers, covalent ligands, affinity-based probes, fluorescent probes, allosteric and bitopic ligands) and systems biology (“omics” and bioinformatics methods, such as deep-mutational scanning, data mining, coevolution, and machine learning approaches). In addition, the field has benefited immensely from public web-based resources, such as GPCRdb and GPCRmd. In order to advance all aspects of signal transduction research, to promote international cooperation and to facilitate its scientific objectives, ERNEST will further develop and disseminate new methods and technologies. These goals will be accomplished by (1) cataloguing known expertise within the Network in an open platform for participants to find collaborators; (2) identifying new methods and technologies that are needed by the community through constructive discussions at Network meetings; (3) pushing the development of new methods and technologies by recruiting the right experts and supporting them in grant applications; (4) establishing “best practice” principles for new and existing approaches by recruiting experts and encouraging publication on this topic. ERNEST will foster further development of GPCRdb and GPCRmd by enabling communication between database users and developers regarding which features and tools are needed by the research community.

**Cooperation between Academia and Industry.** The potential of ERNEST to improve the design of signaling pathway-specific drugs naturally attracts many researchers from both academia and industry. On the basis of experience from GLISTEN, the close inclusion and involvement of participants from Pharmaceutical and biotech companies will be valuable for ERNEST and its goals. Pathway-specific chemical modulators would be of interest due to the challenging target validation and target engagement efforts in early phase drug discovery programs. Advanced methods and technologies developed in ERNEST might attract significant attention in pharmaceutical and biotech settings. Cooperation between industry and academic researchers will be fostered at dedicated sessions on the topic at ERNEST meetings. Besides promoting collaboration between researchers in academia and industry, ERNEST will support cross-sectoral training of early career investigators by sponsoring exchange programs between academic groups and research-oriented companies.

**WORKING GROUPS OF ERNEST**

Network participants belong to one or more Working Groups (WG), whose task is to coordinate members and their expertise in order to achieve the objectives of the Network. The focus areas of ERNEST are designed to be inclusive of all researchers in the signal transduction field, from the molecular to the cellular to the physiological perspectives, as well as those focused on pushing forward new methods, technologies, and resources for the advancement of research (Figure 2).

![Figure 2. Thematic synergy among the Working Groups (WG) of ERNEST. WGs 1, 2, and 3 form the core of scientific knowledge of the Action, and the overlaps represent shared focus and potential for interdisciplinary cooperation. WG4 will support the three core WGs with new methods and technologies and also establish best practice standards for their application. Output from the three core workgroups (arrows out) will be incorporated by WG5 into database resources for public dissemination, and WG5 will generate database tools that will feedback into the three core WGs (arrows in). Figure reprinted in part from COST Action CA18133 ERNEST Memorandum of Understanding with permission from the COST Association.](https://dx.doi.org/10.1021/acspcid.0c00024)

**WG1: Macromolecular Interactions in Signaling Pathways.** Signal transduction is mediated and dependent on macromolecular interactions. The protein players in signal transduction cascades are molecular machines, the conformations and movements of which are modulated by interactions with small molecules and other biological macromolecules, resulting in different signaling states. The main objective of WG1 is elucidation of structural dynamics and molecular interactions at the atomic level that give rise to signal transduction, with emphasis on how the modulation of interactions generates specificity in transmembrane receptor-mediated signal transduction.

**WG2: Biological Roles of Signal Transduction.** The biological importance of macromolecular interactions can only be understood within the context of a living cell. The main objective of WG2 is to connect the molecular interactions and their subcellular localization to the cellular response and (patho)physiological states. Signaling pathways must be defined and characterized for different cell types and systems, involving experts in different physiological systems (e.g., neurobiology, cardiovascular system, cancer, and immunity)
within the Network. This activity has the benefit that new biological model systems can be developed and new therapeutic targets can be identified. Signaling pathways must also be defined in order to understand how disease results from imbalances in signal transduction.

**WG3: Molecular Modulators of Signal Transduction.**
WG3 will harness chemical space for modulation of protein interactions and signaling. The core objective is the design and optimization of molecules that interact with components of the signal transduction cascade. The design of functionally selective therapeutics will be possible through information about relevant receptor conformations or residues provided by WG1 and WG2. WG3 will also work closely with WG4 (advanced technologies and methods) and industry partners to develop chemical probes to investigate cell signaling mechanisms and to stabilize GPCR complexes with binding partners for high-resolution structural analysis and hit/lead compounds for drug discovery programs.

**WG4: Advanced Methodologies and Technologies.**
The main objective of WG4 is to promote advanced methodologies and technologies within ERNEST, and to coordinate sharing through collaboration. Included are novel approaches that can help achieve the aims of the Network, as well as repurposing of existing methods and technologies from other fields of biomedical research. This WG will also establish best practice principles for the application of commonly used methodologies across groups within and beyond the Network. These advancements in experimental approach and technology will support the other WGs and overall objectives of ERNEST.

**WG5: Public Web Resources.** The key objective of WG5 is to structure, integrate, and make accessible different types of data emanating from ERNEST and its members and the global GPCR community. Online databases have greatly benefited the signal transduction research community in the past decade. WG5 will contribute key public online resources in this area for reference data and analysis tools. Experts from all WGs will design and use this resource and thus increase the dissemination of their scientific results.

### FUTURE OUTLOOK AND ANTICIPATED IMPACTS TO THE FIELD AND BEYOND

ERNEST was created by a diverse group of researchers to directly address and collectively resolve the major challenges facing the field of GPCR-mediated signal transduction. The support of the COST Association in the endeavor will prove highly worthwhile, as several positive impacts of this Action are anticipated. The large membership of the Network, including most world-leading GPCR experts in Europe, united in close cooperation with a holistic concept of how to best understand signal transduction and harness this knowledge, is likely to achieve many successes. In the short term, ERNEST will stimulate collaborations between academic groups of quite disparate fields, which will be brought together because of the unprecedented holistic approach to understanding signal transduction. In particular, collaborations between academia and industry will be pushed by the new targeting possibilities offered by the signaling map. In the long term, ERNEST will advance this holistic view of signal transduction and establish new paradigms for modulation of signaling pathways. The detailed multidimensional map and database tools that will be developed during the lifetime of the Network will be valuable resources for the research community for many years to come. In addition, new chemical modulators developed through ERNEST activities will be invaluable for future research and as starting points for drug development. These therapeutic agents will have a significant and positive socio-economic impact by improving human health worldwide.

ERNEST will have further long-term impact through the cross-disciplinary training of early career investigators, as these individuals will drive signal transduction research into the future. ERNEST-sponsored cross-border exchanges will open up career perspectives and opportunities for many researchers. These exchanges will have further lasting benefits by spreading technologies and knowhow throughout Europe and beyond. Finally, ERNEST will promote diversity in the leadership ranks of European research by promoting target groups, especially women and scientists from less research-intensive countries. In summary, the future looks promising for signal transduction research, and time will tell the importance of being ERNEST.79
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**ADDITIONAL NOTE**

The European Cooperation in Science and Technology (COST), founded in 1971, funds research networks (COST Actions) created by researchers themselves to address specific and significant challenges in their respective fields. COST supports networking activities, e.g. conferences, training schools, international exchange of investigators between research groups, dissemination, and communication activities. COST Actions are highly interdisciplinary, open to new participants throughout their lifetime of 4 years, and active in promoting early career investigators and investigators from less research-intensive countries. Hence, COST plays a key role in stimulating international cooperation that pushes scientific progress and benefits a diverse community of researchers. For more information, see: https://www.cost.eu.
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